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Hoff declares UMaine determined and strong
By Stanley Dankoski
City Editor
The University of Maine is an
ever-evolving institution that continues, sometimes unwillingly, to
hold onto past legacies, said university President Peter S. Hoff
Wednesday afternoon in his second annual State of the University
address, held in Minsky Recital
Hall.
Interpretation and determination were key points to consider in
the speech, which was accompanied by a slide show, streamed
live on the university Web site and
aired live-delay on WMEB, the
student-run FM radio station.
Before revealing the state of
the university, Hoff prefaced the
main idea of the speech with an
explanation of the confusion surrounding the name of the university itself.
Many Maine people, includUMairie l-reicient Peter Hoff delivered the State of the University address Wednesday in Minsky
Recital Hall. Hoff stated that the Maine Legislature has allocated additional funds for research and ing students in Orono and Old
Town high schools, call the unidevelopment on the Orono campus. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

versity "U MO," he said.
"You are all familiar with the
confusion this has led to, and the
difficulty we have had ever since
in explaining ... the unique mission, quality and extensiveness of
this university," Hoff said.
"You also know that the confusion led to under-funding and
under-use of the flagship campus,
while the state strove in a wellmeaning but ill-advised way to
make all campuses [of the
University of Maine System!
somehow equal," Hoff.said.
It was on July 16, 1986, when
the University of Maine at Orono
broke away from the UMS
"super-university" conglomerate.
UMO's name was shortened to
"the University of Maine,"
according to the address. In years
passing, the emphasis has been
stressed on the word "the."
With the changing of the
name — the attempt to strive
See STATE on page 3

Campaign an uphill battle
in new food court options
for state Senate presi en
Dining Services confident

format of the Union to a nationalBy Joe Gunn
ly branded food court came in
Politics Reporter
Campus
early May.
Vegetarians and red-meat
"The original marketplace
Introduced by university stulovers, diet watchers and sweet- had been about for some time,"
and local legislative candident
tooths need not worry. The reno- Nase said. "There is a trend
Thomas as a "true asset
Jon
date
vated Memorial Union and food toward nationally branded food
of the state of
people
the
to
court, scheduled to open some courts that people are gravitatcandidate
Senatorial
Maine",
time next semester, promises to ing to."
in the
spoke
Lawrence
Mark
Nase and the executive direcprovide plenty of food choices for
Memorial
the
of
Lounge
Bangor
students in a bigger and more tor of campus living, Jon Lewis,
met with Student Government Union Thursday afternoon.
social setting.
Edward Nase, director of and they received positive feed- Lawrence was invited to speak by
the UMaine College Democrats,
Dining Services, said he is very back and support.
Branded who sponsored the event.
MSE
pleased with how the food court is
The
Lawrence, the Democratic
coming along.
Foodsystems of Gainesville, Ga.,
"We have captured what is were also hired as food service president of the Maine State
new and available at this consultants. This group works Senate, is running against longmoment," said Nase.
with malls, airports and universi- time incumbent Republican Sen.
will
He hopes students
ties that are trying to design food Olympia Snowe. Lawrence is a
food
service and dining areas. The resident of South Berwick and is a
respond well to the new
court and the variety of choices company sent representatives graduate of Bowdoin College and
that it promises.
who surveyed the faculty, staff the University of Maine System
The vendors chosen for the and students on what brands and Law School. He has served in
legfood court are Sbarros, Taco Bell, services they hoped to find in the Augusta since 1988, first as a
presthe
to
1992
from
and
islator
Jump Asian Express Cuisine, Union.
Freshens, Healthy Choice Deli,
In choosing the vendors for ent as a senator.
The focus of Lawrence's disCampbell's Soup, Gifford's Ice the food court, the university's
.mental
Cream and Starbucks. There will Coca-Cola contract had to be cussion was the funda
Snowe
which
election issues in
also be a full salad bar and a tra- taken into consideration.
believes
ditional grill similar to the old
None of the individual ven- and he vary — ones he
dors are going to be allowed to will be the reason Maine will send
Bear's Den.
"I feel that this is a very good sell beverages because some, like him to Washington in November.
selection and provides us with a Taco Bell, have connections with Lawrence included his stance on
varied menu," Nase said.
Pepsi. In exchange, there will be a health care, Medicare, education
The inclusion of the tradi- beverage island that will provide and the environment,
In terms of health care,
tional grill will allow the universi- Coca-Cola affiliated soft drinks
ty some flexibility in the menu. and juices, as well as coffee, Fresh Lawrence is an advocate of aliocating steady increments of budgHealthy Choice Deli also will let Samantha and hot chocolate.
the university decide what to
Missing from the renovated et funds to insure that every
serve as long as their product is Union will be the Damn Yankee American within the next 10
years is covered by health insurused.
See FOOD on page 5
As of right now, only about
ance.
to
The decision
change the
By Jennifer Gundersen
For the Maine Campus

between the
two's ideologies.
He also
spoke on the
topic of education, specifically as it
to
relates
UMaine's
position within
the state. He
expressed disappointment at
the lack of
grants
state
Statetoward
Maine
introduces
Thomas
Jon
Senator
Student
Senate President Mark Lawrence Thursday. Lawrence research and
is poised to run against Olympia Snowe in the upcom- development
ing election. CAPMUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM..
programs in
84 percent of Americans have any the university system.
"We don't take advantage of
form of coverage and, Lawrence
said, that 16 percent without the potential of UMaine as a ceninsurance causes insurance com- ter for economical development,"
panies to raise their rates, the end Lawrence said.
He did however express satresult being that the number of
insured Americans is on the isfaction with the passage of the
bond issue referendum by the
decline.
He said he was dissatisfied state's voters two years ago,
with what he calls the "nickel and which allocated thousands of doldimes" management of Medicare lars to R&D programs at UMaine.
The referendum was supportand social security, which he
believes is eroding a necessary ed by Lawrence as part of his supsafety net in a time when not port for "Jumpstart 2000," an
everyone is able to enjoy the ben- advocation for more state money
cuts of the prosperous economy. invested in the state's university
He said he is opposed to large system, which he deems successtax cuts, which take away funds ful in relation to five years ago.
He also mentioned former
he believes prop up these programs, citing Snowe's vote in Maine Sen. George Mitchell's
favor of an $800 million take cut
See LAWRENCE on page 5
as a point of major contrast
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By Nicole Brann
Crime Reporter
Sometime between Sept. 8
and 18, the owner of a 1995
Nissan Altima reported that her
radar detector had been removed
from her car while it was parked
in the Steam Plant lot. The owner
reported that she had left the rear
window down about four inches
while it was parked there.
Total theft is valued at $40.
There were no reported damages.
Justin Fogg, 18, was summonsed for possession of alcohol
by a minor, possession of drug
paraphernalia and possession of a
usable amount of marijuana. His
friend, Wesley Arnold, 19, was
also issued a summons for possession of alcohol by a minor.
Officer Jeff King, while on
foot patrol in the &odder parking
lot noticed two men around l0:20
p.m., Sept. 15. According to
reports, the men were allegedly
loading a backpack full of alcoholic
beverages inside the trunk of a car.
Upon approaching the men,

Officer Mike Burgess, while
Public Safety is catching on patrolling in the area of Knox
folks. Time to trade in the very Hall, heard what he believed to
noticeable backpack for some- be voices coming from a wooded
thing new.
area behind the building.
According to reports, when
Toby Young, 18, found this
the three men saw Burgess begin
out the hard way.
Officer Jeff King, while on to approach them they dropped
King saw one of the individuals ing on the sidewalk in front of the foot patrol in the area of what was in their hands.
slam the trunk. When asked if he apartment holding what appeared Estabrooke Hall noticed a large
All were asked to produce
could open the trunk and remove to be alcoholic beverages.
group of visibly intoxicated peo- identification and to pick up the
the backpack, Fogg stated the
According to reports, Officer ple yelling loudly. As he watched beer cans they had dropped. They
keys were locked inside the trunk King approached the group and the group, two of them walked off were issued summonses.
and he was unable to open it.
asked for proper identification. and the five that were left continWhile speaking with Fogg, Everyone except Bedard was of ued in his direction.
Once again, college kids, in
Assisting Officer Bob Normand age and, as a result he was issued a
According to reports, one of order to operate a motor vehicle,
observed Arnold place a bottle of summons.
the women was having a difficult you must have a license.
Fire Water down beside the car.
time walking and was picked up
Natella
Dzabiev,
age
Further discussion revealed
Corey O'Brien, 21, was issued and carried by another member of unknown, was arrested for operatthat the trunk could be accessed a summons on a charge of furnish- the group.
ing after suspension and additionand, after it was open, a backpack ing alcohol to a minor and Travis
King then approached them ally issued a summons on a charge
containing 12 Mike's Hard Brown, 20, was summonsed for and noticed that Young was carry- of failure to stop at a stop sign.
Lemonades, a clear plastic baggy possession of alcohol by a minor.
ing a backpack. Young was asked
Officer Mike Burgess had to
containing what appeared to be
Officer Jeff King, while to open the bag, which contained avoid the Black Nissan Altima
marijuana inside, and a pipe were patrolling in the area of York alcoholic beverages.
she was driving as it flew threw
all confiscated.
Village, observed a group of men
Asa result he was issued a the stop sign.
As a result the two were holding glass beer bottles. summons for illegal possession of
According to reports, while
summonsed and are scheduled to According to reports, King alcohol by a minor.
driving through the intersection
appear in court on Oct. 6.
approached the men and asked
of the Hilltop and Androscoggin
them for identification.
A night of drinking in the roads, Burgess had to avoid the
Joseph Bedard, 19, was sumWhile running routine woods ended with three sum- car driven by Dzabiev.
monsed On a charge of possession license checks, King observed monses for a group of friends tryHe stopped the vehicle and,
of alcohol by a minor after he was that Brown and O'Brien were ing to have some fun in an incon- after running a license check,
observed holding a beer in front drinking the same kind of beer.
found that she was operating
spicuous place.
of an apartment in York Village.
Nicholas
According to reports, King
Tappin,
18, without a license.
Officer Jeff King, while asked O'Brien if he bought Matthew Overlock, 18, and Adam
She was then arrested and
patrolling in the area of the vil- Brown the beer. O'Brien said that Gilchrest, 19, were all sum- issued a separate summons.
lage around 11:45 p.m., Sept. 15, he had, and as a result the two monsed on a charge of illegal posShe is scheduled to appear in
noticed a group of people stand- were issued separate summonses. session of alcohol by a minor.
court Oct. 6.

Acceptance of studies program Online classroom notes
under national scrutiny
and Native Americans grows
By Beth Haney
Culture Reporter
Native Americans have a
long history with the land the
University of Maine rests on.
Collectively, the Maine tribes
are referred to as the Wab.anaki, or
People of the Dawn. They
include
Passamaquoddy,
Penobscot,
Maliseets
and
Micmacs.
The Wabanaki Center and the
Native Studies programs at
UMaine were established to support Native peoples at the university.
The Native Studies program
now offers a minor.
Gail
Sockabasin, the director of the
Walmeakiurfanter, said there is a
diversity of people taking these
classes.
"There are more non-Native
,students in the Native studies than
Native students, and that's generally true throughout the nation,"
Sockabasin said.
Mike Sockalexis is a secondyear anthropology major and
Native Studies minor from the
Penobscot tribe. He enjoys the
Native Studies classes because
they are taught by professors with

a lot of experience.
"I find them worthwhile,"
said Sockalexis. "The Native
teachers have a lot of credentials,
and you get the insider's perspective."
Sockabasin
feels
the
Wabanaki Center is important to
help current students and to preserve tradition.
"It has to do with language
and
culture
preservation,"
Sockabasin said.
Sockalexis agrees.
"It's a support for Natives,"
he said."In my mind it's the most
significant factor — to be recognized."
Shawn O'Leary, assistant
director of the Wabanaki Center,
feels the goal of the Wabanaki
Center is to bring more Native
students to the university, and the
Native American student tuition
waiver helps do that.
He said some question the
waiver, however.
"There has been some difficulties with people not understanding why Native Americans
get the tuition waiver," O'Leary
said. "There's an overall institutional attitude that students are
fighting against."

About 120 Native students
are currently at the university and
taking advantage of the waiver,
Sockabasin said. It was initiated
in 1972. To receive the waiver a
student must show documentation
that their parent or grandparent
belonged to a Wabanaki tribe.
Frank Joseph, a fourth-year
natural resources major, is
Passamaquoddy and Maliseet,
and he receives the waiver.
While some students are sensitive about the subject, he said,
the waiver is well-deserved.
"I was born into the waiver
like I was born into my ethnicity,"
Joseph said. "I certainly appreciate having a free education but all
this land was lived on by the
Native Americans. The waiver is
a way to compensate."
Sockalexis also receives the
waiver but feels there are more
Natives at the university now due
to increased interest in education
in local tribes rather than from the
waiver.
"The Native tuition waiver is
not a free ride," Sockalexis said.
"It is not a privilege, it's a right."
Joseph said he feels as though the
campus can be unbending when
See NATIVE on page 2

The Student Academic Conference Travel Fund for Undergraduate
Students will hold its first competition of the academic year. This fund
serves undergraduate students who need financial assistance for travel
to meetings/conferences of an academic nature. Applications must be
submitted to the Office of Academic Affairs (201 Alumni Hall) by
September 25. 2000. Money will be awarded for travel taking place
between September 26,2000 and February 18, 2001.
Applications can be obtained from Joan Day at the Office of Academic
Affairs, 201 Alumni Hall, or by calling x 1-1547.

By Kate Trainor
Washington Square News
(U-WIRE) NEW YORK Technology has presented colleges and universities with yet
another academic debate. Within
the past two years, schools nationwide have been faced With the
new controversy over the posting
of class notes online. It's a messy
argument that combines academic
administrators, students, professors and big business with gritty
politics, intricate constitutional
legalities and ethical codes.
At notesu.com, an online
notes service, curious students
can access class notes online at no
cost; only a login name and password are required. The service
offers note takers- "up to $300 per
semester, per class" to post their
notes online and claims to hire
only "the highest caliber of students" as note-takers, with
"impressive grades" and a grade
point average of "3.5 or higher."
These are in fact, not
required, but merely suggested
qualifications for student notetakers. Juanita DeMarco (name
has been changed), a college of
arts and science sophomore,
worked as a note-taker for
Notesu.com and says that
although the company did inquire
about her GPA, they made no
attempt to verify it.
Another online notes service,
Study24-7.com, does not set any
academic standards for note-takers, luring students with an ad
reading "earn tons of cash while
you're still in school."
The exact amount of that "ton
of cash" is, however, unspecified.

Versity.collegeclub.com Uses a
similar, more straightforward
approach: "Earn money by taking
notes in class. You choose the
schedule, you set the hours.
'CompenSation includes a base
salary and significant incentive'based bonuses."
The service asks that nOtetakers, dubbed "class research
coordinators," be responsible for
"taking quality notes during each
lecture and posting them onto the
,
site Within 24 hours."
• Ideally, the service askS. that
class research coordinato'rs' be
"well-organized, independent,
and 'computer proficient, with a
minimum GPA of 3.0."
• •
• The job of note-taker is presented by the online serviced as
undemanding, but it's not as sim,
ple as it sounds.
• "It took more time than I
expected. You can't just transcribe
your notes; you have to rework
them so they make sense for the
people who will be reading
them," DeMarco said.
She was also promised $400
for her efforts, but Notesu.com
has withheld the check, blaming
the delay on financial difficulties
caused by two problematic mergers.
"They still haven't paid me,"
DeMarco said. "But they did send
two or three e-mails apologizing
for the delay because of some corporate merger that left them in
debt."
According to New York
University spokesman John
Beckman, the issue of whether
online notes are ethical is currently under review by the Academic
See ONUNE on page 4
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[State
above the limiting and heavy
phrase "at Orono" — came the
resurgence of maintaining the
once seemingly long-lost landgrant status, said Hoff, who
became the university's president
in 1997.
"As it existed during the 1970s
and 1980s, and as it was often perceived during the 1990s, `UM0'is
dead," Hoff said. "However, the
University of Maine — UMaine —
is very much alive."
Hoff told the audience that
enrollment is up for the third year
in a row, and this year's freshmen
class numbers are the highest
since 1990. There were 10,200
students here at the beginning of
semester.
2000
fall
the
stugraduate
and
ate
Undergradu
each
have
enrollment
dent
increased 3 percent.
One-third of all varsity athletes achieved Dean's List last
year, he said.
The Memorial Union expansion project, after years of talk, is
promised to be completed by this
time next year, Hoff said. The new
wing is scheduled to open next
semester, in spring 2001.
Other expansion projects are,
or will be, occurring on campus
he said.

University of Maine President
Peter S. Hoff. CAMPUS PHOTO BY
SCOTT SHELTON.
Oak Hall, recently used for
storage, will again be a residence
hall, ready in January, he said.
Hitchner Hall is planned to
be expanded as well, in order to
"strengthen our biotechnology
and food science programs," Hoff
said.
Other construction includes
the renovation of Aubert Hall, the
creation of a 200-bed residence
hall near Doris Twitchell Allen

Village, moving Public Safety to
Rangeley Road and replacing its
with the
current location
Buchanan Alumni House.
There is also the parking
expansion project, which will create 600 new spaces, promising a
walk of no more than eight minutes from Fogler Library or the
Memorial Union, he said.
UMaine also received trustee
approval to incorporate two new
academic fields, he said. The first,
new media, evolves quickly and is
directly linked with e-commerce.
The second field is the doctorate
in computer science.
The Hutchinson Center in
Belfast is doing well with more
than 400 students, a number
exceeding their expectations,
Hoff said.
These and other projects help
the university grow to the prestigious level already achieved by
such private colleges in Maine as
Bates, Bowdoin and Colby, Hoff
said.
In order to achieve such status, the university must assume
strategic planning and determine
itself as the front runner educational institution in the state.
The goal is to focus on certain key areas of development,

including the maintenance of the
earned vision in advanced technologies (such as marine sciences,
spatial information sciences, engineered wood composites technology, surface science technology,
and quaternary studies, among
others).
Other areas include building
on historical reputation, simply
acting more like a university
should, emphasizing research
enterprise in all areas of academic
thought, and transforming the
mindset of the university that performs public service and outreach
to one more engaging.
The university has in the last
few years received minimal funding from the Maine Legislature;
however, a number of legislators
came to campus recently, and
their responses were optimistic,
Hoff said.
Federal and state funding for
projects such as renovating Fogler
Library last year did not meet
total costs, so the university has
resorted to receiving private donations from generous alumni or
corporations.
Now the legislators have earmarked a portion of the cost of a
the
called
new
complex
and
Science
Engineering

Research and Education Center,
expected to cost more than $40
million.
"The Center is intended to
create additional teaching, laboratory and study space by renovating and expanding Aubert,
Barrows, Boardman and Bennett
halls, as well as two smaller buildings, Crosby Lab and the Machine
Tool Lab," Hoff said.
The full funding comes from
the earmarked legislative funding,
UMS R&D funding and private
donations.
"The engineering and science
center will play a significant role
in the quality and growth of our
research enterprise," Hoff said. "It
will also serve as a real attraction
in the university's efforts to
recruit outstanding professors as
well as top graduate and undergraduate students."
Hoff said he believes the university can achieve an annual level
of $1(X) million, with the help of
federal and state matching grants,
in sponsored research before the
end of this decade. Working with
Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor,
Sensor Research and Development
here in Orono, and Applied
Thermal Sciences of Sanford will
help research growth at UMaine.

Students need not open doors to cops, strangers Union attic
in need of a
Penalties of drinking
new facelift
By Sean Prendergast
Circulation Manager

Many students find themselves in situations where they are
unsure of their rights while living
in a dormitory.
A gray area forms over the
rights of the resident students
because the rules are not widely
publicized. The dormitories are
owned by the university; however, when a student signs a yearlong contract to live there, the
relationship between the university and the student becomes a
landlord-to-tenant relationship.
"A person has the same rights
when they are here as they did
before they arrived and after they
leave," said Theodore Curtis, Legal

Services attorney.
The only stipulation arises if
one signs a contract foregoing
those rights by living on a quiet
floor or chemical free floor.
According to Curtis, every student has the right to privacy as
well as the right of freedom from
unreasonable search or seizure.
According to the 2000-2001
Student Resident's Manual, room
inspections may take place.
However, a 24-hour warning is
necessary, and the inspection will
be of items in plain view. A student's personal items may not be
searched without consent or in the
absence of a search warrant.
If Public Safety does come

knocking, students need not relinquish their rights to appease the
officers. Students have the right
to refuse entry by simply being
courteous and declining.
Officers may key into a room
hazard is evident, howsafety
if a
ever. A safety hazard constitutes
the smell of any sort of smoke,
said Lt. Michael Zubik of the
Public Safety Department.
Consent to enter a room can
come from anyone inside the room.
An officer's knock met with an invite
into the room is considered consent.
"Voluntary compliance is a
good thing, but is not mandatory,"
Zubik said.
The same rights of citizenship apply outside the dorm
room on campus. A student may
not have their backpacks or purses searched without reasonable
suspicion that a crime is in
progress.
Although college life does
include an extension of liberties,
Curtis advises practicing good
neighbor skills.
"Part of the learning process
involves tolerance to one another versus respect for each other," he said.
If students feel their rights
have been violated, students may
visit the temporary Public Safety
Office, located at the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house previously used by Pi Beta Phi.
Formal complaint forms are also
available.

may lead to long road
By Amy Bowler
Student Life Reporter

You've been caught, so now
what?
Every year, without fail, students nationwide are charged
with a whole host of crimes, from
possession of alcohol to disorderly conduct.
"Students are on their own
for the first time and don't have
experience with their limits,"
said attorney Ted Curtis of
Legal Services, a University of
Maine Student Government
service assisting undergraduates. "They do things they
would never have done without
alcohol."
Imagine a student enjoying
his Saturday evening with a few
friends in his dorm room.
Imagine it is you, Curtis said.
Perhaps you start making
some noise, or you forget to
invite your neighbor, and suddenly Public Safety is knocking on
your door.
If someone did spike the
punch or they are getting a little too rowdy, the officer will
hand you a summons, aka a
ticket. On it will be your
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arraignment date.
A meeting held to gain stuWhile some charges can be
input on the renovation of
dent
the
through
internally
handled
floor of the Memorial
fourth
the
Affairs
Judicial
university's
p.m.
department, you may find your- Union is scheduled for 12:15
Monday, Sept. 25, in the Union's
self on your way to court.
the
At the arraignment you get a Bangor Lounge as part of
series.
discussion
Bag
chance to hear the charge and Brown
The meeting for the Student
find out who's accusing you.
Now you make your plea: guilty, Social Space Planning Group,created for this purpose, was scheduled
not guilty or no contest.
From here the case can take for last Tuesday but was canceled.
The group was formed to
several routes. For minor offenses
you could find yourself doing a gather student views on the renolittle community service. For a vation of the Memorial Union's
criminal offense you might end fourth floor. The group is comup in Superior Court. If the case prised of members from other
does go to court, the whole organizations, including the
process could take about two or Association of Graduate Students,
Student Dining Services and Off
three months.
When do you give your attor- Campus Board, amtingiothers.
Robert Dana, senior associney a call?
As soon as possible, Curtis ate dean for students and commusaid. In 1999, Curtis's office pro- nity life, will be chairman.
The purpose of the renovation
vided legal services to 50 UMaine
a student entertainment,
"bring
to
is
ated
alcohol-rel
on
students
facility," Dana said.
multi-venue
alone.
charges
for the new "stuidea
One
insurance
"It's almost like an
Dana said,
space,"
social
dent
policy for legal matters," said Curtis.
His office, on the third floor would be to provide a nonalcoof the Memorial Union, provides holic nightclub during the
legal services at little or no cost to evenings with opportunities for
undergraduate students who pay student activities during the day.
The committee is interested
an activities fee.
in student input and the question
at the top of the agenda is "what
would students really want?"
University of Maine students
should not look forward to any
type of construction toward a
social area just yet.
Plans for the new Union are
only at an "entirely exploratory
and preliminary" stage, said
Richard Chapman, vice president
of student affairs.
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Online
Cinematique
, a weekly
Independent
Film
Series,
offered
"Mansfield
Park" at 7
p.m.
Wednesday
evening in
Devino
Auditorium
in the
Donald P.
Corbett
Business
Building.
The films
are sponsored by
the Center
for
Students
and
Community
Life. For
information on
upcoming
shows call
581-1793.
CAMPUS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY
ANNE
MALCOLM.
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Affairs Committee of the
University Senate.
"It is an interesting question
— one which NYU and a lot of
other institutions are confronting," Beckman said. "It is my
expectation that at some point
they [the Academic Affairs
Committee] will issue a report,
very possibly with recommendations, on this subject."
"It's a can of worms," NYU
Professor Rolf Wolfswinkel said.
"We think that what we do [by
making notes available online] is
opening up the subject of our
courses to larger communities,
and we have the illusion that it
replaces the classroom."
actuality,
In
says
Wolfswinkel, "It's no more than a
gimmick, a fad that will soon be
replaced by another."
"I try to warn students that the
notes are not ... always accurate
and
reliable," Anthropology
Professor Owen Lynch says."They
distort the learning experience...
The result is [that] students never
really come to grips with putting
new ideas into their own words."
Lynch adds that online notes
inhibit the necessary "experience
of being part of an interactive
social learning process. That
process includes eye contact,
smiles and all the resources of
performance and personality that
a teacher can bring to it."
Many professors claim that
they have copyrights to their intellectual property and therefore
have the right to prohibit their students from posting and profiting
from their class notes.
Online notes "spread inaccuracy and incompleteness because
they are uncontrolled versions of
what the teacher has said," said
Peter Wood, Boston University's
associate provost. "The selling of
online course notes is ... theft of
intellectual property.
"Those who take the notes and
post them — in my opinion — they
act unethically, if not illegally,"
Lynch added. "Online notes are, in
principle, a violation of intellectual
property rights ... [they] compromise the integrity of academic freedom of the classroom."
Students counter that argument with their own claim that
they, too, have rights under the
First Amendment — freedom of
expression.
"For the most part, student's
notes are their own creation;
information by itself is not copyrightable. This protects students
by the First Amendment," agrees
University of Minnesota professor
Ronald Seigel. "We're talking
about free speech here. It's hard to
understand why [a] university
would suppress that."
At the
University
of
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Minnesota, Twin Cities, administrators have instituted a policy
that requires all students to obtain
permission from professors before
posting notes online.
"The policy does not violate
free expression, but puts a commercial limitation on the use of class
notes," says Judith Martin, ,chairwoman of the university's senate
educational policy committee.
Duke University has also
recently established a policy on
online notes which states: "Notes
in a course shall not be taken or
disseminated for commercial purposes unless approved by the
instructor."
Although NYU has not yet
taken a stance for or against
online notes, a legion of other colleges and universities have instituted strict intellectual property
rights policies. Some have even
gone so far as to take legal action
against online services.
The California legislature,
under
pressure
from
the
California
State
University
System, passed a bill prohibiting
the sale or distribution of class
notes for commercial purposes.
The bill is currently awaiting
judgment by Gov. Gray Davis. It
is being argued that the bill is
unnecessarily broad, perhaps preventing newspapers from reporting on what professors have said
during a lecture.
Last March, Yale University
demanded that all of its professors' lecture notes be removed
from the Versity.com Web site.
The university argued that
Versity.com violated copyright
laws each time the site featured
notes online.
At Harvard
University,
undergraduate students are subject to expulsion if they attempt to
reap profits from lecture notes.
"We expect our students to be
honest," said Sally Baker, Harvard's
director of communications.
But how much control do
university administrators and professors really have over their own
intellectual property?
Some online companies have
felt the impact of academia's criticism.
This
past
April,
Versity.com was bought out by
CollegeClub.com, an online campus community, and may not have
financial support much longer.
Further, as part of an agreement to
be bought out by studentadvantage.com, CollegeClub.com has
declared bankruptcy.
"It's a very expensive business to run," said Lisa Wayne, a
spokesperson
for
www.versity.collegeclub.com.
"Does it [the online note-taking
service] meet our objectives? If [it
doesn't], then do we get rid of it
altogether?"
For now, the heated and hazy
debate over online notes rages on.
Until the legalities have been
deciphered and regulations firmly
established, professors will continue to do battle for the rights to
their intellectual property.
"I don't advertise my class
like a Coca-Cola," fumes Mathieu
Deflem, an assistant professor of
sociology at Purdue University.
"It's like some [students are] saying, 'Just give me the damned
degree anyway!"
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Lawrence
efforts to raise scholarships
nationwide for Maine students
and how the Legislature may, in
fact, match the funds raised.
After presenting his stance
on the issues, Lawrence opened
the room to questions. He
answered many questions about
local and state issues that he
would be in a position to advocate if he is elected. Among these
is his support for an east-west
highway to connect the state
from New Brunswick to Quebec.
Although he realized the environ-

Native

mental concern, he cited the relative rapid economic development
along the 1-95 corridor and how it
has been quite economically beneficial to the numerous small
towns that align the highway.
On the issue of the environment, and how it is of the
utmost concern to the younger
voting sect, Lawrence said that
it's unfortunate that it has
become such a secondary issue
within politicians' agendas. He

noted as a contrast Vice
President Al Gore's warning
about the global warming issues
several years before it became
an issue of national concern,
and how he is supportive of
increased attention toward environmental issues.
When asked why he would
bother running against Sen.
Snowe and her 22 years in
Washington, Lawrence conceded
that it was an uphill battle. He

stated, however, that the issue
should be whether or not her
influence and experience has been
properly used, with Lawrence
believing that the people of
Maine, in what he views as a landmark election year for the nation,
will take a chance with the different view that he presents and send
him to Washington.
Keith Hinds, a first-year
graduate student, appreciated
Lawrence driving up here from

Kittery, saying "in 22 years, how
many times has Olympia Snowe
been [here]."
Chris Snow, co-president of
the College Democrats, agreed
with Lawrence's potential as a
person who may bring new experience to Washington.
"With his progressive ideas
and fresh perspective, 1 believe
that [Lawrence1 can create some
significant change if he is elected," Snow said.

from page 2

dealing with Native tradition.
"I think the bureaucracy is
insensitive to cultural diversity,"
Joseph said. "The university
could improve and define campus
living."
Sockalexis agrees.
There was an incident last
year in which Sockalexis and
friends were not allowed to have a
smudging ceremony in their dorm
rooms. In a smudging, a small
amount of tobacco and sage are
burned. The participants then
form a circle and discuss problems they are having.
"It's like taking a step back
from academics," Sockalexis said.
"To come together as Native people. It's a great cleansing for one
half an hour. Everything stops
around you."
The burning of the tobacco
and sage was considered against
the rules.
with
Sockalexis argued
Estabrooke's staff. It took 10
months, but the issue was recently

settled, Sockalexis said.
The 2000-2001 Resident's
Manual now states "the Native
American Rite of Ceremonial
Smudging is allowed."
Sockalexis said he feels
lucky to be a Native American at
the university.
"It's a privilege to be here in
terms of being a Native — we've
been told we're the largest minority on campus."
Joseph agrees.
"I think the Native American
community on campus is pretty
solid," Joseph said. "There may
be some conflicts but the common
ideals are still there."

Food

from page 1

from page 1

and the Coffee Shop. A Starbucks
coffee cart will be open as a
replacement with extended operating hours. Also, a cafe in the
library with a similar menu will
open as soon as the proper equipment is available and running.
"I hope [the new Union] will
generate more sales in the building, and that the service hours are
well used throughout the day."

Support
The College Fund.
Call I-800-331.UNCE

The College FundiUNCF
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HALIFAX 2000
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EDITORIAL
Union attic needs a pub
Whatever happened to the idea of having a pub on campus?
As the new wing of the Memorial Union expansion project is completed as promised by early next semester, and the expansion in general by this time next year, the
use of one area of the building is now up in the air.
The area in question is the fourth floor of the original Union building.
Previously the home of the climbing wall, which was apparently a fire hazard, the
useof the area will now be determined by the newly formed group, the Student
Social Space Planning Group.
The group wants your suggestions on what to do with"the attic", and your first opportunity to do so in person will be at 12:15 p.m. Monday,Sept. 25,in the Union's Bangor Lounge.
This is where the pub idea comes in. The university has taken a cautious stance
on allowing controlled areas of alcohol selling and consumption. However, that
stance translates into an indifferent attitude about punishing those who drink too
much. The university must act like a role model for its students, and one way to do
that is to help control how much they drink. Set limits per person. Every student
should be responsible for himself and for his friend when drinking. However, this
ideal does not happen. The University of Maine should open its arms and help take
care of its students — not to be a babysitter but the mentoring and influential institution it is trying to become.
The pub would be open in the evenings and nights. The space could have a large
nightclub area as well. In the daytime, the pub would be an excellent spot to study
textbooks and other homework. Pubs have an amazing atmospheric influence when
one just sits down to relax, whether with drink or not. Other universities have
known this fact. The university students here should experience the same.

Super Wal-Mart not so super
On Tuesday, October 3 at 7 p.m., the Bangor City Council will be holding a public
hearing at City Hall to discuss the proposed Wal-Mart Superstore slated to begin construction as early as next summer.
The proposed 224,000 square foot big box would be located on Stillwater
Avenue in Bangor behind Circuit City on five acres of land. The proposed store is
one of five suggested for northern and coastal Maine, and like the ones proposed in
other communities, the Bangor project has already stirred up quite the controversy.
The first of many complaints concerning the new store is the fact that the structure is being constructed adjacent to the state protected wildlife area, Penjajawoc
Marsh. With a parking lot expected to accommodate 996 cars, the run off from the
influx of automobiles could directly affect the marsh. The structure is also expected to draw an additional 400 automobiles to Stillwater Avenue during peak weekend
hours. The already congested road could become a much larger headache if such
traffic resulted from the new building.
While the massive structure is expected to employ 250 new workers in addition
to the 250 already employed at the current Wal-Mart, it's positive effects on the area
are limited, and negative effects are widespread.
In addition to the Penjajawoc Marsh issue, the Wal-Mart Superstore will contain a full
sized grocery store that will compete directly with the other two grocery stores already in
the Stillwater Avenue vicinity. In addition to that, the structure will leave another massive
big box store vacant in the area of the already vacant Home Quarters Warehouse.
In short, while the prices may be cheap, the costs for Bangor may be enormous
if the Wal-Mart Superstore is allowed to proceed.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud and Justin Bellows.
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Letters to the Editor
• Blood drive traffic

• Not finally over

I tried to donate on
Monday. I got in there at
like 2:50 thinking, hey I
should be done by 3:30
somewhere along there...
enough time to get a bite
and go to work. I did not
anticipate waiting close
to two hours to even get
to the part where I sat in
chairs waiting for my
blood to be taken. At
that point I looked at my
watch and realized I
HAD to go to work. I
asked a nurse if I could
come back to that specific part the next day only
to find out I had to go
through the whole two
hour process the next
day if I really wanted to
give blood badly enough.
Now today I see a thing
on the news saying donation is at an alltime low.
Well HELLO! People
don't have 2.5 hours to
SACRAFICE. I mean
we were majorly understaffed and had not
enough beds. I admire
the cause... and the students wanting to get
involved. The process
seriously needs to be
shortened.. and the only
way I see that happening
is by more staff being
hired. I left the Union
with a severe bitter taste
in my mouth instead of
an aching arm.

I'm sure other people
will write in to make these
same minor corrections to
your
editorial
from
Wednesday September 20.
All contract negotiations
with faculty, classified and
professional staff bargaining units are handled by
the Chancellor's Office of
the University of Maine
System in Bangor. Your
use of "the University"
implies that it was the
administration at the
University of Maine's
fault that the contract
negotiations took entirely
too long. Your comments
should have been aimed at
the Chancellor's Office,
not Orono's administration. President Hoff has
gone on record supporting
competitive compensation
for Orono's employees.
I agree with your sentiment that it took the
University System too
long to work out a settlement for the clerical and
workers.
technical
However, the contract
debate is not "finally
over" as your editorial
implies. The professional
staff of the University of
Maine System have also
been without a contract
July
1999.
since
Negotiations began on
April 7, 1999 and are still
continuing with no end in
sight. Until all the
of
the
employees
University of Maine
System have a contract
settled, the contract

Elizabeth Jutton
On Campus

debate will not be "finally over".
Joe Dupere
Orono
• Football faux-pas
While I was reading the
Maine Campus on Monday,
my attention was turned to
the picture on the back
page. My jaw dropped as I
looked at the picture of
freshman Calvin Hunter
being yelled at by a coach
at last Saturday night's winning football game against
Howard University.
We could hear that
yelling up in the stands
and you're going to put a
picture of it in the paper?
We win the game and
that's the best picture that
can be put with that article? A picture of the
scoreboard would have
been better than that.
It has been brought to
my attention that these
kind of pictures were
used last year, I guess I
wasn't as attentive, something about pictures like
this for the soccer team.
At any rate, maybe I'm
the only one who this
bothered, but someone
should have used better
judgement. How about
one of Jake Eaton's touchdowns? A tackle? A carry?
C'mon, I don't want to see
those pictures again...

Amanda Rose
On Campus
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OPINION
Dorm life crack down
By Danielle Howard
Special to the Campus

Rules, Rules, Rules! You
all thought that by the time
you entered college, there
wouldn't be any more rules
huh? Growing up at home
with your parents was easy.
They made everything fit into
place even if you didn't like
it. Most of you probably had
to be home at a certain time,
you may not have been
allowed to go to certain places
or stay on the phone after a
certain hour. Here in college it
doesn't matter.
Wherever you go, whatever you do, it is your decision
and no one else can change
your mind about when you
want to go back to your room
on. a Saturday night. College
is the place where young
adults are welcomed to be
educated and get involved.
This is the place where you
find yourself, where there are
no rules to hold you back.
This is how I perceived it
all to be when I first arrived.
It truly did seem that way in
the beginning until I came
back this fall. A lot of changes
have taken place and a lot of
students feel that they are
having simple little things
taken away from them, mak-

ing their "dorm life" not so
much fun anymore.
This year, resident directors
and resident assisstants have
been given more authority, by
whom, I can't say. I can say
that it was once applauded by
an R.A. if you walked through
the front door somewhat intoxicated. It was also cool to have
that candle light glow in your
room. Now, it is all wrong. If
an R.A. is on duty and sees
these things going on, a form is
whipped out in your face for
you to sign, saying you are in
the wrong.
I was very skeptical about
what I had heard. I decided to
be open minded and investigate. The truth has been
revealed to me and I really
believe that it should have
been better explained to the
rest of the students at this university.
The reasoning behind all of
these new, and more strict regulations is The Clearing Act,
which was passed on July 1,
2000. This act came into effect
due to a mishap at another
school in the United States. A
female was raped and murdered
in her own dorm room by a person who entered the dorm
through a propped door. It is
now felt that all "mishaps".
whether it be lighting a match in
the dorm or being intoxicated
under the age of 21, be written

up in order to keep track of all
the drama. It was also mentioned to me that if a rule is violated and not written up, and
later found out about, the school
suffers a $10,000 penalty.
So, all of you fine young
adults on campus, you must
remember that you cannot be
found playing hall sports, disrespecting an R.A. or an R.D.,
fighting, burning candles or
drinking underage. If any of
these behaviors are noticed,
you will be written up and,
depending on the severity of
the offence, sent to Judicial
Affairs, where further action
will be taken.
All in all, rules will be in
effect everywhere throughout
your entire life. At the beginning, I thought that making
new rules and old ones more
strict was treating the on-campus students like children.
However, I now realize that
I and many others still have a
lot of growing up to do, and
higher authority such as resident directors and resident
assisstants, are the ones who
are going to be there to keep us
safe and out of trouble as we
keep on growing.

Danielle Howard is a second
-year student.

Encourage world peace, ride a scooter
By Lindsay Schniepp
Special to the Campus
It's almost my birthday and
I want a scooter. A Razor
Scooter that has color coordinated wheels and handles and
comes with its own custom carrying case. I've seen the commercials, I know all about
them, and for my birthday, that
is what I want.
It would be the most perfect
way to get around campus, but
my quandary has come to this;
who is going to buy me a
scooter. I'm not five years old
anymore; my birthday wishes
do not always come true. And
I have yet to figure out the cOllege student birthday rules: are
we still allowed to ask our parents for birthday presents, and
what about grandparents, do
they still care about us when
we are off in college? And
when we do get presents in the
mail it's usually money or
stamps, sure those things
would be a great birthday present, but a scooter would be
even better.

Before September 3 1 had
not yet learned the extent of this
campus. I didn't realize that it
would take me 10 minutes to
walk to class, or at least 15
from
walk
to
minutes
Aroostook to the Hill. I didn't
know what a good idea a bicycle would have been until I got
here, but by that time it was too
late, I already wanted a scooter.
I wanted to scoot to class
on a warm fall day with the
wind swishing past my face,
and red, yellow, and orange
leaves -falling to the ground.
And now that I've walked
yom Aroostook to Oxford and
back twice, I'm almost desperate for a scooter.
Scooters bring about memories of youth, and who wouldn't want to return to the days of
no worries, extraordinary
amounts of crayons, and plenty
of freshly opened containers of
Play-Doh. Just think, everlasting youth can be yours without
make-up, magic fountains or
plastic surgery, all you need is
a sunny day and a scooter.
Maybe it's just me. I too hold
on to my youth with everything
I have; I don't want all of the

stress and controversy that
goes with growing up. I want
to have good, clean, innocent
fun for the rest of my life, and
a scooter would definitely help
the forward progression of my
journey to Never, Never Land.
They are really cute too;
scooters, sure everyone would
look cool on a skateboard, but
everyone would look really
cute riding a scooter. As soon
as you step on, it turns you
into an instant child, carefree,
freewheeling and happy. And
that's what this world needs more grown-up kids and fewer
adults, more fun and games,
less work, more hugging, and,
less stressing. And above all,
more people on scooters.
I have now decided to put
my faith into the Birthday
Present Fairies. Being the college student that I am, I don't
have the three easy payments
of $33.33 to buy my own Razor
Scooter. I hope that they don't
disappointment me, but even
grown-up little kids have to
deal with the fact that we don't
always get what we want.
Lindsay Schniepp is a first
-year journalism major.

Leave Napster alone
me furious because Napster
rocks in my book. I love the
fact that I can go in and find
any song that suits my fancy.
Shawn Fanning, the founder of
Napster vs. Metallica; ring a Napser, is a hero, not a crimibell? Most of us have heard nal. When he showed up to the
about this lawsuit because it MTV music awards wearing a
primarily affects college stu- Metallica T-shirt; that was clasdents. I know many of you sic. He was making them into a
might be downloading a tune joke, and that is what they have
right now off your computer for become resulting from their
ridiculous court case against
later listening enjoyment.
But for those of you who Napster.
US District Judge for the
haven't heard: Metallica is
suing Napster, an online net- Napster vs. Metallica case,
work to download music Marilyn Patel, said that 70 mil(MP3's), and several universi- lion people are expected to be
ties and certain fans directly. using Napster by the end of the
Metallica may even end up put- year. This scares the shit out of
ting some of their fans in jail! Is some artists, like Metallica,
this any way to promote their who are anti-MP3.
Madonna, Elton John,
music? Metallica has lost a
great amount of respect and an Eminem, LL Cool J are among
even greater amount of support some of the artists who are
from their fans resulting from against the sharing of music for
this lawsuit. Lars Ulrich and free. Other artists; Courtney
James Hetfield are money hun- Love, Offspring, Prince,
gry, contradicting
pricks Smashing Pumpkins, Limp
according to me and many oth- Bizkit and Motley Crue are Pro
ers who have been following MP3s and on Napster's side.
Napster was almost shut
the case. Strange how this is the
same band that credited the down at 3 a.m. EDT Saturday
"underground bootleg tape- after a lower court sided with
the recording industry, which
traders" in the early 80s.
MP3s are a modern version sued Napster, claiming it
44moodimmormosmonikowedietriingow
S. recording artists' and compaMetallica needed to boost their nies' copyrights and threatens
popularity which tape-traders their business. Friday's ruling
allows Napster to remain in
ultimately did.
Now that Metallica is filthy operation until the case goes to
rich they don't want any of trial. So far their has not been a
their music given away for free. set trial date; thank God.
If Napster is shut down,
They would rather sue their
fans for $10,000,000. There is what will college students do
actually a Web site called pay- when we're bored at our comlars.com which is accepting puters'? All I know is that there
donations to pay back Metallica is nothing better than to listen
the money that they feel they to the tune of my choice and
have lost due to Napster's pop- just chill out after a stressful
ularity. So far they have been day of classes. What will I do
donated $527.00. Isn't it ironic when I have a song running
however, that Napster has actu- through my head all day and
ally encouraged music lovers to can't download it when I get
try out new music which leads back to my room'? I am going
them to buy more CD's. CD to go crazy. Napster has been a
,"Mid has
sales have gone up 15.8% since great discovery'
opportunity
the
to
us
exposed
introduced,
was
Napster
Fools
music.
new
to
listen
to
according to numbers from
realize
should
Metallica
like
Soundscan.
Metallica is beyond set in they are already rich and let us
the money department. They have a little free music in our
pull in $200 per ticket, $50 per lives.
Metallica T-shirt, $20 per CD
Andrea Surette is a sophoand $100 per cock ring, so
journalism and women's
more
come on guys give it up!
studies major.
This whole lawsuit makes
By Andrea Surette
Special to the Campus

The Maine Campus is currently looking for a
Production Manager
The Campus needs a creative, motivated student to maintain responsiblity for
the design and production of the newspaper. The position requires knowledge
of Photoshop and, ideally, QuarkWress or PageMaker. It you're interested,
please call Penny Morton at 581-1271 or contact her on FirstClass.
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ACROSS
1 South Seas
paradise
5 Put in the cup
10 Attempt
14"-- a
Teen-Age
Werewolf"
is Taste stimulus
16 1970 Kinks hit
17 Sci-fi weapon,
formally?
19"A Prayer for
-- Meany"
20 Holy wars
21 Had title to
22 With it, once
23 Neptune's
domain
24 Growing locale
26 Highway sight,
formally?
31 Elaborate
tapestry

34 G.I. with

57 One gone but

chevrons
35 Crosby, Stills
and Nash, e.g.
36 Café al-37 Two-time U.S.
Open tennis
champ
39 Bedevilers
ao Ferrara family
name
41 Dream Team's
team
42 Armed band
43 Western chow
dispenser,
formally?
47 Rats run it
aa Ad word
49 Unexplained
52 Man of many
words
55 Sensational
headline

not forgotten
581930's design
style, formally?
so No-show's
score
61 Vidal Sassoon's
workplace
62 Turkish bigwigs
63 Genesis setting
64 Dubbing need
65 Giant great

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
GALLO
SHAG
SMI T
AVAIL
HAZE
HASH
LORNE
AGAR
I RON
H I DOS I LVERAWAY
TOTE
AHA
IMOTHEMOONAL ICE
DDS
SHAD
CARLO
EARS
OBOE
GRIST
ACHOO
FLUE
DON
YOOHOOMRSB LOOM
TEEN
0R0
BEAMMEUPSCOTTY
MOUE
GPAS
DOGGO
IONA
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by Phil Flickinger (lexcartoon@yahoo.com)

LEX

I LocKEP MYSELF
OUT OF THE ROOM
WHILE SHowERING
A6AIN. CAN /
HAVE YoUR KEYS?

I WAS HoFINC.
THosE BUGS WERE
CRICKETS. THAT
EXPLAINS mit?
-MEV PONT CHIRP.

Make a
contribu tion to
life after death.

NAH; I'LL
JUST USE
ANoTHER
RoACH MOTEL.

I'M NOT THE"
NEATEST ?EPSON
MYSELF, litAT
SHouLpN'T
CLEAN YOUR ROOM?

CLASS! AT LEAST
You WORE A
% TOWEL. LAST Thu!

AMA_ IF I WERE A
ROACH) I'D muck
RATHER STAY IN This
Plz7A Box "ROACH
RESORT.'s

YEAH, WE'LL
KIDS EAT
Fog FREE'
AT MY
MOTEL.
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CLUE
In Monty Python and The
Holy Grail, what was one
of the many things that
Brave Sir Robin was not
afraid to have?
On Wednesday,this puzzle
was not printed in full. Here
it is correctly.
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Association
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Museum educates about Maine History
By Debra Hatch

From the outside it looks like a
normal barn— silo and all, a oneCopy Editor
room schoolhouse and gardens.
However, inside the barn is a
whirlwind of agricultural, farm
Tucked behind Hitchner Hall, and household items along with
on the fringes of the Maine Center three household exhibits, which
for the Arts' parking lot, is the bring the past to the present.
Page Home and Farm Museum.
The Page Home and Farm

Museum is located in the last
original agricultural building on
the University of Maine campus.
The building predates the university with a construction date of
between 1860 and 1865.
The three floors of original post-and-beam construction
house over 20 exhibits of what

homes were like as well as the
different equipment that was
used on the farm.
According to their Web page,
located at www.ume.maine.ed

u/-pfhm, the mission of the Page
Home and Farm Museum is to
"collect, document, preserve,
interpret, disseminate knowledge
See PAGE FARM on page'12

1.
In attempting to be more than a museum, the Page Home and Farm Museum offers lectures and
demonstrations. CAMPUS PHOTC SY VALERIE DOYLE.

Orono Days
festival fosters
community
By Amy Saunders
For the Maine Campus

Traditions build communities
and instill pride in the people that
form those networks. Throughout
Maine, small towns support each
other and celebrate the importance of strong relationships within the locale.
The Orono Parks and
Recreation Department is trying
to maintain the upbeat nature of
residents by holding the 23rd
Orono Festival Day. The festival
is only the third to be held in
September, according to Norm
Poirier, Orono Parks and
Recreation director. "I thought,
it's really a shame we don't do
this when students are around,"
Poirier said.
He also said the students who
are residents form a strong part of
the community and the event
introduces newcomers and faculty
to the town.
"The town is very supportive and we receive a tremendous benefit from UMaine.
We are involved with students
and hire a number of them for
various programs."
The community effort to
bring together the people of
Orono will kick off at 7:30 a.m.
See FESTIVAL on page 12

Tucked neatly behind Hitchner Hall, Th Page Home and Farm
Museum offers exhibits on farming communities between 1865
and 1940. CAMPUS PHOTO BY VALERIA DOYLE.

Documentary heads above the rest
By Hannah Jackson and
David Hall
For the Mains Campus

movies as a teen.
funding
behind
The
"Northwestern" comes from
Mark's Uncle Jim (McKay). Jim
He:"American Movie" is an is an elderly, frail, stubborn relaindependent documentary that tive who reluctantly loans Mark a
focuses on a struggling filmmak- few thousand dollars to make his
er from Milwaukee, named Mark movie.
Borchardt. It spans two years and
The other fairly important
follows all the ups and downs of character in all of this is Mark's
trying to get independent movies friend Mike. Mike is interesting.
off the ground.
He is a childhood friend of
Mark Borchardt is a paper Mark's, and he's made a life of
boy and cemetery/grounds keeper drinking vodka(a favorite pastime
who is in dire need of a budget to of his, he says), drinking betr,
create his "Citizen Kane" type dropping acid and doing other
movie, "Northwestern." In order
to do so, he must revisit an abandoned short horror film,"Coven" Point: A starkly funny
(pronounced Co-yen) and hopes documentary about a
it sells enough to create $45,000.
nobody film maker.
The film's director, Chris
Running Time: 104 min.
Smith does an excellent job
Rated: R
showing the immense amount of His Grade: ****
work that goes into creating even
Her Grade: ****
a 37 minute movie, but also
shows great humor and pity.
With great real-life characters and more Pabst Blue Ribbon drugs.
Also, no matter what the situto go around,"American Movie"
ation,
when he is spoken to, the
is a great documentary and one
that you have a hard time keeping only response is nervous laughter.
Really nervous laughter.
a straight face with.
He: It is amazing to see the
She: I am not one for doculife people in this movie. At
real
mentaries. But this one was
you think that these are
first,
absolutely hilarious, and when I
because there's no way
actors
thought to myself, "Haha, this is
a camera tape this, but
let
they'd
real," it made it all the funnier.
does an excellent job
director
the
Mark has a mullet(which is more
"disappearing"
and letting the
of
party in the back than business in
capture
everything
that is
camera
the front, by the way), he's from
man's
life.
When
this
true
to
Wisconsin and has high aspiraand
uncle
a
bath
gives
his
Mark
tions. Making "Northwestern" is
in
the
leaves
him
accidentally
his biggest dream, ever since he
laughing
you
are
water,
cold
started making amateur horror

hard, but when it's over you say
to yourself, "that actually happened."
She: Yeah, stuff like that
was• a little sad. Mark and his
brothers were saying that their
parents always fought when they
were growing up and the home
was pretty unhappy. This kind of
made me feel for these people,
and really want Mark to be able
to make his movie.
He: Yes, Mark in the end is
a Kid Rock version of Rocky
Balboa and his movie, "Coven"
(remember to pronounce it Coven)is a big hit with the working
class, Milwaukee audience.
Sadly, the money he gets from
his uncle is enough to make
"Northwestern," but in the three
years since the "Coven" premiere, his masterpiece has yet to
see the light of day.
I wouldn't worry though
because between his early morning paper route, his cemetery
cleanings and constant scamming
and fast-talking, Mark Borchardt
will get his dream finished.
Regardless of his crude language, sloppy appearance and
tenth-grade education, Borchardt
has great focus and patience,
which is always admired here in
America.
She: It would be amazing to
actually see this guy make it
someday, and Hollywood would
love that story. But I don't know.
I think that even if he just gets to
make "Northwestern" he'd be
happy, without all the glitz of
See MOVIE on page 12

History class
studies women
of world war
By Erin Dawley
For the Maine Campus
History lovers, war buffs,
and feminists will take particular
interest in one of the latest classes being offered at the University
of Maine in the women's studies
department.
The class is the basis for a
larger oral history project, titled
"Women and War." It looks at the
experiences of women, specifically those from Maine, who are
veterans of World War•11,arailitke
Korean War, and analyzes how
their participation in the military
was so radical in the midst of a
male-dominated society and
time.
Penobscot county representative to the state Legislature,
Donna Loring, who is a veteran
of the Vietnam War, was appointed by Governor King to chair the
Women
Veterans
Maine
Commission.
As chairperson, Loring got
the idea to do this project. She
came to UMaine to talk with
women's studies professor Carol
Toner, among other faculty and
administrators, about starting the
Women and War class.
Throughout the term of the
class, the students will learn
about feminist theory related to
the specific topic and oral history
techniques.
See WOMEN AND WAR on page 12

A cappella
choir looking
for members
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'Almost Famous' a smooth ride

By Amy Saunders
For the Maine Campus
The Heart of Maine Chorus is
looking for people who can hold a
tune to join their ranks. A chapter
Adeline's
of
the
Sweet
International, the choir focuses on
barbershop singing.
According to their newsletter,
they sing a four-part harmony;
lead, tenor, baritone and bass. The
choir is in its twentieth year.
"The chorus has changed
many, many times. We started out
as the Penobscot Valley Chapter,"
said Jeanette McDonald, a founding member.
Sherry Sprague, co-director
added, "We changed our name
because we go broader than
Penobscot Valley, we have members from as far away as
Millinocket and as close as
Bangor."
"As different members join
the chorus, it gets a different personality," said University of
Maine graduate Wendy McPike.
McPike uses her background
in music education to further the
group. "We have improved
tremendously since Wendy came
on," Sprague said.
In honor of the twentieth
anniversary, the four-part group is
planning an October show. Their
goal is to involve the community,
We cif-ter a voice 1eSsDn, you
learn a song and perform in a
show, without having to become a
member." McPike said. And
McDonald added that anyone is
welcome.
This show is planned for Oct.
29 at 2 p.m. in the Mormon
Church off Granview Avenue in
Bangor.
In order to participate in this
event, those interested will need
to commit to five dates. The
rehearsals are Sept. 25, Oct. 2, 9,
16 and Oct. 23, the final show
date.
The Heart of Maine Chorus
meets once a week from 7- 9:30
p.m. at the Mormon Church.
To be an active member,
beyond the Oct. show, there is a
lucicassithat includes learning the
a capella style music, voice lessons and preparing for an audition.
The audition, according to
directors McPike and Sprague, is
performed in a friendly atmosphere with a tremendous amount
of support from current members.
The choir is very active. They
perform for charities, benefits and
in an annual competition.
The chorus also has "singouts" at area nursing homes. "We
were auctioned off at a charity to
sing at a nursing home in Dexter,"
McDonald said.
The Heart of Maine Chorus is
very interested in recruiting new
members and involving the community. For more information
please contact Jeanette McDonald
at 942-8497, Wendy McPike at
862-4748 or Sherry Sprague at
947-4032.

By Hannah Jackson
For the Maine Campus
In the tradition of soundtracks
from movies like "Forrest Gump"
and "Dazed and Confused," Danny
Bramson and Cameron Crowe
bring us the soundtrack to the new
movie "Almost Famous," laden
with the most important and inspiring figures of 1970s rock.
The film is loosely based on
Crowe's days as a young Rolling
Stones journalist. The music is a
central theme in this film, so
songs were chosen carefully.
Released September 12, the
CD has well-known hits and live
versions of classic songs.
The first song on the CD is
"America" performed by Simon
and Garfunkel. It is a mellow
song from the 1968 album,
"Bookends." With acoustic guitar, pipe organ and classic Simon
and Garfunkel harmonies, it is a
great way to begin the soundtrack.
Crowe says that the way he made
this soundtrack involved taking
songs from tapes of songs he's
made over the years. "I go back
and dig them out and it's as good
as a diary," he says.
The second song is "Sparks"
by The Who. It's an instrumental
progression from a rambling,jamming melody to a more dramatic
part of the song introduced with
bass guitar, acoustic guitar and
tambourines. The song ends
rather abruptly, but makes for a
needed addition to the soundtrack.
"It Wouldn't Have Made Any
Difference," by Todd Rundgren is
a slow melodic song that is quin-

tessential 70's with piano, guitar
and rhythm. The song's style
couldn't be duplicated in this age
of music. Rundgren and his band,
Utopia, released this song in 1972
album
the
on
"Something/Anything?"
The band "Yes" appears with
the song "I've Seen All Good
People: Your Move." The song was
a hit single, and Cameron Crowe

himself interviewed this band while
at Rolling Stone. This well-known
song has so many dimensions, with
its depth lying in solid harmonies
and a beautiful flute melody.
"Feel Flows" by the Beach
Boys is perhaps one of the lesser-known songs on this soundtrack. Carl Wilson leads on
vocals here and the song really
does flow as the title suggests.
The combinations of voices are
interesting and sound considerably different than the vocals on
the song "Good Vibrations" for
example. The song is from
1971's "Surf's Up." ontrary to

Stillwater is the fictional band
from "Almost Famous" and they
perform "Fever Dog" for the
soundtrack. The actual musicians
behind the band consist of Nancy
Wilson, Pearl Jam's Mike
McCready, Marti Frederiksen,
John Bayless and Ben Smith.
Their vocal sound contains
unfortunate glimpses of Def
Leppard and the fortunate glimpses
of Journey. This "band" was interesting, and the sound wasn't that of
typical 1970's rock. Maybe it was
supposed to be that way.
The Allman Brothers Band
contributes "One Way Out" from
the 1972 album "Eat A Peach."
The song is important for the
soundtrack since the Allman
Brothers were such an integral
part of 1970's rock. You can't
talk about classic rock without
mentioning them.
In the same respect, you also
have to think of Lynyrd Skynyrd.
The sound track has their song,
"Simple Man" as Track 10. The
song is slow but the crashing guitar and percussion make it powerful and timeless. It seems like so
many bands from the 1970's
through the present have taken
elements from Lynyrd Skynryd's
music.
Never before appearing on a
soundtrack, Led Zeppelin's presence on this CD is perhaps the
most significant. "That's The
Way," is their contribution, and it
is the pinnacle of this soundtrack.
It is simple and beautiful, and
tee- -,,Thattrr.*Ire**111111plgge Idlest

the ilburn

ppelin's other music.
The trailers for "Almost

that the Beaó'hHys
sing about surfing and girls.

Famous" include "Tiny Dancer"
by Elton John perhaps because he
was the number one selling artist
of the 1970's. His high-pitched
vocal melody along with the
piano-playing only Elton John can
perform make the song unforgettable, and yet so different from
other music that was played in the
'70's. He was more pop than
rock.
Although David Bowie is an
important musical figure, his
music didn't seem to fit the mold
of this soundtrack. His song "I'm
Waiting For The Man" is a cover
by Lou Reed, and Bowie performed this song at his first
American concert in 1972.
Cat Stevens'"The Wind" is a
quiet, peaceful acoustic guitar song
that mellows out some of the harder tracks on this CD. Having it
near the end was a smart idea. But
another interesting thing happens
at the end of this soundtrack, a
whole new genre of music is introduced, and it is the only track of its
kind on the entire CD. Clarence
Carter's "Slip Away" is an R & B
song that is romantic and soulful,
and having more R & B on the CD
wouldn't have been a had idea.
Thunderclap Newman has the
last song on the soundtrack with
"Something In The Air." The bass is
the most prominent instrument heard
on this song, even more so than the
voices. The song talks about revolution and getting away, which perhaps
may sum up the '70s, which may be
why this song was the last song on
pretty much pa
track.

MCA gala to feature Patti Lupone
By Gina Valenzuela
For the Maine Campus
Saturday opens the 20002001 performance season of the
Maine Center for the Arts and it is
starting off big.
The Gala, the largest
fundraiser for the MCA, will
feature the vocals of Patti
LuPone.
The MCA has organized
the seasonal Gala to begin with
a dinner held in Wells
by
followed
Commons,
endLuPone's performance and

ing with a reception in the
Bodwell lounge at the MCA.
LuPone can be remembered
from the television show, "Life
Goes On." She played the mother
of Rebecca and Corky.
Lupone continued her acting
most recently in Spike Lee's
"Summer of Sam" and in a recurring role on "Good Guys/Bad
Guys," a CBS TV series.
She has also graced the
Broadway stage, performing in
David Mamet's, "The Old
Neighborhood" and Terrence
McNally's Tony award winning

MAINE,CENTER FOR

play, "Master Class" as well as according to an MCA box office
employee.
many others.
The reason for the lack of
Saturday she will perform
CD,
money from shows may be the
the music of her newest
size of the auditorium, according
"Matters of the Heart."
Patrons and supporters will to the employee. The auditorium
seats approximately 1600 people.
dish out $175 for the evening.
However, students are able That is not a whole lot to profit
to purchase rush tickets, starting from when the MCA brings in the
Thursday and until showtime, to big name stars and shows.
For example, when Randy
see LuPone for $5 with a Maine
Card. The cost does not include Travis graced the sold out
dinner or the following reception. MCA stage this August, the
The Gala is the most impor- MCA barely broke even to the
tant event of the season for the cost of having Travis perform,
main purpose of raising money according to the employee.

I IIE ARTS

Patti LuPone
Saturday, September 23 at 8:00 pm
"She's close to perfection." The New York Times
-LuPone delievers Matters of the Heart with touching directness
that has rarely been heard in such a hearty, heaithly voice. Few
divas have such an unbuttoned sense of humor." USA Today
She was EVIT4 and the original Famine in Les Miserable in London.
One of Broadway and the West End's greatest treasures! She will be
performing her new cd, Matters of ihe Heart,

..Ig5.RUSIMTICKETS ON SAIF TODAY!
(MaineCard) and get your tickets at the Box Office
*Bring your current student ID
through Friday 9 am to 4 p.m.
Monday
are
hours
today! Box Office
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Culture and fun at the Oronoka International test
By Erin Dawley
For the Maine Campus

Rich scents of delicious food,
music from around the globe and
the sounds of laughter and joyful
voices will be floating through the
air in the Oronoka restaurant in
Orono tonight. The scene will be
a huge dance party celebrating

several different cultures, including Arabic, Asian, French, Latin
and Spanish, to name a few.
The party will run from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. According to Mehwish
Amin, president of the International
Students' Association, free bus
rides will be provided to and from
campus. They will stop at
Estabrooke hall and go to the
Oronoka on Bangor Rd. at 9:30, 10,

and 10:30 p.m. and will leave the
Oronoka heading to Estabrooke at
12:30 a.m., and 1 a.m.
Tickets cost $4 in advance
and $5 at the door, and can be
purchased at the ISA coffee hour
at 4 p.m today in the Bangor
Lounge, located in the Memorial
Union.
"The ISA has been having
The Oronoka Parties for over ten

years now ... Due to popular " It's a way for international
demand we now have the party students to listen to the music that
twice a semester instead of once," they have back home, but also for
Americans to experience other
said Amin.
People attending are wel- cultures' music," said Alberto
come to bring CD's of their Davila, a second year mechanical
choice, from which they can engineering student. Davila is
request songs to be played. The from Peru. "It's always a nice
overall idea is that people have a way to meet all the international
good time, meet new friends and students around campus. I've
never missed one," he said.
enjoy the culture and fun.
from page 10

Page Farm
of Maine history relating to farms
communities
farming
and
between 1865-1940."
The site also says that the
museum provides opportunities
for cultural and educational
enrichment for the public and
resources for researchers.
That mission is very important, says Bill Reed, director of
the Page Museum.
"This university was founded
as a land grant university and it's
important to remember the land
grant roots," Reed said. He
stressed that it was also very
important to document the tradition of agriculture and farming
that the university was based on at
its very beginning.
But the museum also offers
more than just exhibits on the
farming tradition and life for stu-

dents and community members.
Reed said the museum also offers
free workshops and programs on
a monthly basis.
From events planned to coincide with university events and
holidays, to brown bag lunches,
lectures and demonstrations, outreach is the other important
aspect of the museum.
"It's important to remember
our roots and the history," Reed
said. "(The museum is important]
for people from the state who are
interested in coming or those who
are from out of state who aren't
familiar with what Maine was
like then."
The Page Farm and Home
Museum is open on TuesdaySaturday from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
For more information call 581The Page Home and Farm Museum offers over 20 exhibits in the last remaining agricultural building
4100.
on Campus. CAMPUS PHOTO BY VALERIE DOYLE.

Festival

from page 12

said
on Saturday.
"lawn chair brigade,"
has
it
Poirier,
to
According
Poirier.
been a long-standing tradition to
"They do a synchronized
start a festival with a pancake lawn chair demonstration and
breakfast at the fire station, being even won a state award for it!"
sponsored this year by Daughters
Following the parade, Mill
of Isabella.
St. will be closed off for food
At 10 a.m., a parade, includ- vendors, craft tables and local
ing the Umaine marching band, businesses such as Margaritas and
Umaine hockey team and men's The Store Ampersand.
and women's basketball teams,
Throughout the day there
will start on the Rangely Road will be a continuous stream of
The Orono
and proceed south to Park St.
entertainment.
Also in the parade are the High School orchestra, Lidral
local high school marching Jazz Duo and the musical team
bands, antique cars, the sh,riners Side by Side will perform.
and a number of youth groups.
A demo by the Thomas
participatorganization
One
School of Dance and a street
Community
the
is
ing in the event
dance featuring the Majestics are
Center.
Health and Counseling
also included in the events.
About 35 people make up the
Later in the evening, from 7

p.m. until 10 p.m. is the opening
night for the Orono Art's Café, a
local monthly open mike night
for all ages and performances.
The show will be held at the
Community House on Bennoch
Rd.
Poirier also said he would
like to form a committee at
UMaine using students to help
organize the activities of Orono
Festival Day in the future.
He said the committee could
help to bring acts that students
want to hear or offer advice that
would improve the event and
attract more people.
For more information call
Norm Poirier at 866-5065.

Christian. ..
Win a $50 gift certificate to LL Bean or
a free
white-water rafting trip!
Student organization looking for the five best reasons to tell someone about how
they can have a relationship with Jesus Christ
1) List the five best reasons (keep it brief)
2) Include phone # and campus address
3) Email your entry to the address below
4) Contest ends September 21
5) You will be notified if you are a winner!
Limited to freshmen and new transfer students
Ten Winners!
Respond by First Class email to Campus Crusade for Christ or: palmeter@maine.edu

Women and War
They will also conduct interviews with women veterans of
World War II and the Korean War
who live around the state, according to Toner. The MWVC generated a list of names of women
veterans who were willing to be
interviewed.
According to Toner, of the
8,000 women veterans around
Maine, only about 100 were on
the list.
Before the students can interview the women, they will work
as a group to come up with appropriate questions.
Toner and Mazie Hough, coprofessors of the class, are also
bringing in a panel of female veterans from WWII, the Korean
War and the Vietnam War to talk
about their experiences and to
give students some ideas about
what kind of information to get
from their interviews.
Toner feels that the class is
very important to convey the
importance of women in war. She
feels that the feats of these
women have been overlooked
and that, particularly those veterans of WWII,the days the women
have to tell their stories are numbered.
Toner and Hough interviewed a 92-year-old veteran of
WWII this summer who told
about having no uniforms due to
officials not expecting to have
women enlisting. According to

Movie
exactly what the director set out
to do: show a real person trying to
make it in the movie business.
There was nothing fake, it
was all true, and Smith made it
funny by choosing scenes and
interviews that would reflect

from page 10

Toner, the woman said that they
had to do drilling work in P.O.W.
uniforms. Toner said she was
moved by the woman's story and
feels that it is extremely important to recognize the veterans.
"These women are getting
older, and it's important to get
their stories down," she said.
According to Toner, the class
not only looks at gender issues,
but also at issues of race.
African-American women
were even more segregated during the times discussed, and that
is one of the topics covered during the class. Also talked about
will be issues of societal expectations and class segregation.
The course, WST 201, is
being offered this fall and an
extension of the course will be
offered next fall. It will cover the
Vietnam War and the Gulf War.
The classes are experimental,
according to Toner, and are
offered on ITV as well as in a regular class setting. Women and
War is offered to any student who
is interested.
Toner's hope is that the project will eventually be presented
as a Web site with photos. The
point of the course, Toner said is
to "think about the ways women
made their way through in a male
dominated, hierarchical society,
and how that changed through
time with the women's movement."

from page 10
how Mark's struggle really
was.
If you see this video at the
store, don't pass it off and
think "Yuck, a friggin' documentary." It's more than that;
it's actually entertaining.

Football: Villanova preview
NCAA Division 1-AA polls.
They come into this weekend 3-0
and on the heels of a 42-0
blowout victory over Norfolk
State.
Villanova's strength is its
high octane offensive attack, a
group that's led by a legitimate
pro prospect in junior tailback
Brian Westbrook.
Westbrook missed all of last
season with a knee injury. Thus
far, he's shown no lingering
effects. He's averaging 7.3 yards
per carry on 38 attempts and has
caught 14 passes for 213 yards.
Westbrook is a threat to
score every time he touches the
ball. He has three touchdowns
rushing, three more receiving
and has returned a kickoff for a
touchdown.
"He's in a class by himself,"
noted Cosgrove. "We can't just
key on him, they have other
weapons."
Cosgrove was alluding to
senior running back Ducarmel
Augustin, a punishing runner and
blocker who is also a threat catching balls out of the backfield.
Another concern to Maine is
junior wideout Murle Sango.
Sango became the go-to guy in
Westbrook's absence last season
and responded with an incredible
98 receptions.
Villanova's offense produces big plays. In the win over
Norfolk St., the Cats ran only 17
offensive plays in the first half,
but scored on four of them.
They also start fast, outscoring
opponents by more than a 3 to 1

scrimmage for two consecutive least two, and with Royston back
in the mix, we have a good situaweeks.
"We just have to win the coin tion there," he said.
The Black Bear passing
toss," Cosgrove said, alluding to
the fact that Maine has kicked off attack leads the league in efficiento their opponent in each of those cy (166.67). Jake Eaton has completed 47 of 67 attempts for five
games.
All kidding aside, he added TDs thus far. The aerial game
that "our defense improved last should be bolstered by the return
week. You might not notice of tight end Chad Hayes, who has
because we gave up a couple of been nursing a pulled hamstring
big plays on some missed cover- and has seen only limited action
ages, but we tackled better and in one game.
The UMaine special teams
got some big performances out of
begun to develop a reputahave
guys."
key
defensive
the league. In three
around
to
tion
referring
He's
Black Bears have
the
linebacker
games,
Boinske,
end Damon
punts and one
three
safety
free
blocked
and
Stephen Cooper
attempt.
also
goal
Cosgrove
field
Randy Smith.
"It's an area we depend on,"
notes that his defense is a work in
youth.
said Cosgrove. "Last year we had
progress because of their
eep
a bunch of starters on special
"You look at our two-d
two
teams and they were winded.
(depth chart listing the first
players at each position) on This year we still have a few, but
defense and there's 15 first or mostly it's a bunch of young,
second year players. It's not so hungry guys who expect to do the
important where our defense is job."
Maine's punt coverage has
after week three, it's more
important where they are after been particularly stingy, allowing little in the way of return
week 11."
The Black Bear offense yardage and downing five of 15
should be able to move the ball punts inside the opposition's
against a Wildcat defense that has 20-yard line.
The Black Bears will need to
surrendered an average of 300
yards per game in total offense to play well in every facet of the
some lackluster opposition. game in order to beat a talented,
Maine picked up 254 yards on the veteran club like Villanova on the
ground against Howard last road.
"These are the types of
Saturday, their highest rushing
that good teams win,"
seasons.
games
total in four
of Cosgrove said.
re-emergence
The
Bear Tracks: UMaine freshRoyston English gives the
a
run
game
dimenthird
UMaine
man wide receiver and kick
sion. Freshman Calvin Hunter is returner Paris Minor was named
the

sophomore

the Atlantie 10 Rookie 'of the

quarter.
This will be a tough test for
a Black Bear defense that has,
thus far, shown a tendency to
surrender the big play and has
also been scored upon on the
opposition's first play from

Marquisse Silva is the slasher and

Week. Minor had 95 yards on
four kick returns in the 38-21 vic-

Fingers could be pointed, and
many could be blamed for the
Patriots self-destruction. Receiver
Troy Brown put it simply when he
talked with the Boston Globe.
"It's been a long time since
we've won consistently," he said.
"It's execution, we're just not
doing a good job."
"You see what the common
we haven't called attentrod
tion to detail at the critical times.
It's frustrating for all of us. We
have to continue to address the little things and get the little things
right," coach Bill Belichick said.
What aspect do they address
first?
The offensive line has let
Drew Bledsoe get knocked silly
by giving up 15 sacks, nine of
them in the fourth quarter.
Bledsoe is not entirely blameless
either, bouncing passes in front of

Trampoline

speedster,

English is a no-nonsense between
the tackles tailback.
Cosgrove notes that depth at
tailback is vital.
"It's a high injury position.
I've always felt that you need at

Penn State

from page 16

(49 to 14) margin in the first

Patriots
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In the AL East, New York
finished up a three-game set with
Toronto yesterday, but prior to
last night's game, the Yankees
have lost six of their last seven,
leaving the door slightly open for
the Blue Jays in the final week.
The Orioles are still part of
the playoff picture. Although
Baltimore is not fighting for a
postseason berth, nine of the
next 10 games for the Orioles
come against the Red Sox,
Yankees and Blue Jays. The

from page 15
Orioles are in a revamping
stage, adding youth to a team,
which could prove dangerous
for those three teams the rest of
the way.
In the central, the White
Sox have all but wrapped up the
Frank Thomas leads
title.
Chicago with a .333 average, 42
homers and 142 RBI. They are
in a four-game series with the
Twins and should be able to
clinch before going to Boston
next Tuesday.

Classifieds
Help Wanted

attend conferences, competitions and other events of an
academic nature. Travel
must occur between July 1
and December 31, 2000.
Applications available at
Crossland Alumni Center.
Call Dianan at 581-1138 for
details.

Want to earn extra money?
Looking for PT or FT work?
B97 is the #1 contemporary
hit radio station in the area.
We're looking for friendly,
energetic salespeople. We
will train you! Interested?
Call Chris at 947-9100. B97
y!
EOE Start your own Fraternit
an
is
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for
men to start a new Chapter.
Classes
If you are interested in acaPHOENIX
TAEKWONDO- demic success, a chance to
Train with the best. Olympic network and an opportunity
sparring, INTF forms, pres- to make friends in a nonsure point defenses. M+W pledging Brotherhood, e-

tory over Howard University.
Senior kicker Todd Jagoutz
needs two more field goals to
become UMaine's all-time career
leader in that category.

nights,6-8:00,22 N. Main St, mail: zbt@zbtnational.org or
call 800-431-9674
OT 827-5827.

Travel

Step Aerobics with upper &
lower body workout. Come
get in shape this fall. Wanted- Spring Breakers!
Tuesday&Thursday 6-7pm Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
from page 16
1500 month Danspace Old Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
exactly help matters. Miami's Town. Call 827-6682 if inter- Vacations for a free brochure
defense has only given up 19
and ask how you can organested.
points through three games. They
ize a small group & Eat,
shut down Baltimore's Tony
Banks last weekend after he threw Have fun raising funds for Drink, Travel Free and Earn
for five touchdowns against your clubs, teams, and Cash! Ca111-888-777-4642
Jacksonville.
groups. Earn up to $500 or or e-mail salesC4suncoastHopefully, the patchwork
more! Put our 25 years of v a ca tions.com
offensive line of New England
fundraising experience to
can hold up against the pressure
for
For Rent
and Drew Bledsoe can leave work for you. call now
details 800-592-2121 ext 7i5
town in one piece.

receivers and holding on to the
ball too long.
The running game cannot
keep the defense off the field.
J.R. Redmond is nowhere to be
found. Kevin Faulk has looked
impressive at times but needs
more consistency. Where are
you Robert Edwards?
There are not enough quality
receivers to stretch the field. Terry
Glenn is averaging nearly four
Offensively, Miami is not
fewer yards per catch than his
making St. Louis jealous
exactly
career average.
they put up. To say
numbers
the
of
All that being said, the
Dan Marino is an
miss
they
that
Patriots have had opportunities to
the Dolphins are
ment;
understate
win all three games in the fourth
28th in the league in total offense
quarter.
and 29th in passing.
If the Pats do not -turn this
Fans should be in for a low
thing around, then their biggest
scoring treat Sunday. It is not so
victory could be against the
much that the game will be a
Cincinnati Bengals for Virginia
defensive duel, but will anybody
Tech superstar Michael Vick.
be able to find the endzone?
not
Playing the Dolphins will
from page 14

think when I get nervous I
the reason that I'm here. Then I'd "I
bad compulsory because I caught up
to yawn a lot. Jenny you're
put it around my father's neck. After tend
in the second routine. It was all
right, you need
breathing
not
of my most favorite people in the
based on that routine. I had to do a all
A
oxygen. couple times in
wore it around their neck and some
magnificent routine or else I wasn't world
a minute. It's annoying someshared the experience,I would put it
going to qualify."
know when you yawn
have it stay perfect for times. You
Most people don't know 1.. in a case and
water and I'm suplife so my grand kids your eyes
my
of
rest
the
bouncing
by
my
sport
got
into
"I
posed to get up there and comwould be able to wear it around
on my bed."
pete and my eyes are all watery.
If you win a medal where do their necks."
control it. I breathe
Anything unusual you do to And I can't
you want to put it?
differently when I get nervous."
competition?
"Around my mother's neck—she's get ready for

Miscellaneous

3-4 Bed Apts avail Dec 1st
person.
a
S319-329
Heat/elec/water included.
Fraternities*Sororities*Clubs Toll free 877-671-0950.
Earn
Groups*
Student
S1000-2000 this quarter viii 4 Bed house avail NOW!S349
Ile as/ Campusfundraiser.com a person. Heat/elec/water
three hour fundraising event. included. Big Rooms. Toll
877-671-0950
required. free
sales
No
filling
Fundraising dates are
quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundralser,
corn at (888) 923-3238, or

visit www.campusfundraiser.com

For Sale

Giant muiti-fam yard saleOrono Sunrise Terrace off

Noyes Drive. Student apt furniture, tv, 100+books, clothWanted-male or female grad, ing. Sat & Sun 9am-4pm. No
undergrad, or organized early birds.
group looking for money to
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US diver makes first trip to Olympic games
by Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor

"Having to stand up to the whole
perspective of an Olympian,
being best in the world, and performing at that level."
Who is your hero or inspiration?
"My heroes back in the day were
Scott Dunning and Greg Louganis.
For inspiration- my dad."
What is your most prized
possession?
"It's the baby blanket my mom

The cool water awaits him as
he tumbles and flips downward.
Entering the water's surface,
there is barely a splash and swimming to the surface, he knows he
nailed the dive.
Pressures aside, his spot on
the Olympic team is secure. The
three-meter springboard awaits
diver Troy Dumais in Sydney. As
he prepares for his first Olympic
experience, Dumais opens up and
speaks about himself and his diving.
Other than yours, what's
your favorite Olympic sport?
hockey.
and
"Gymnastics
Gymnastics, somewhat is geared
towards my sport and there are a
lot of gymnasts in our sport. And
ice hockey because I love ice
USDIVING.ORG
hockey and my dad used to play." PHOTO COURTESY
What is your favorite gave to me when I was younger
because no matter where I am—
Olympic moment?
"It's either when the torch is lit or going to college or off at an interhopefully when I win the gold national meet—it a feeling that
medal or to see someone win a my parents and my family are
gold medal—when they get up on there with me."
the podium and accept the Do you have a motto or quote
you live by?
medal."
What's the best thing about "Perfect practice makes perfectbut you have to have fun doing
being an Olympian?
"Being part of a whole family, it."
Describe your most intense
and no matter how you do, at the
take
moment during competition.
Olympic Games, no one can
"Sometimes, it doesn't matter
that away from you."
What is the hardest thing whether you're up or behind, but
when your whole body feels like
about being an Olympian?

it's going to shut down on you
because of nerves. You just start
shaking and then you get up on
the board and then you have to do
the dive. Your mind has to take
over and normally in competition,
you try and shut your mind down
and let your body do it and when
your mind takes over your body,
you're a totally different person.
It's so much harder to do it under
those conditions."
I am a closet fan of ...
"Professional wrestling."
I can't live without ...
"Food and girls."
Most people don't know I ...
"I like to build things. You name
it, anything with my hands—I
like to repair stuff. It can be the
simplest thing and I just enjoy sitting aside and doing that."
I never miss ...
"I never miss having to do my
morning workout and I don't miss
going to school right now."
If you win a medal, where will
you put it?
"It's probably going home with
me and then probably to my parent's house because that's where
everything that is meaningful to
me goes."
Is there anything unusual
you do to get ready for competition?
"I usually eat some meal that's a
little more high in fat and before
competitions I feel like I'm a hundred pounds overweight so I use
the restroom to calm myself PHOTO COUTRESY OTTO GROULE JR/ALLSPORT
down."

Meet U.S. trampoline's lone representative
by Kelly Michaud
Assistant City Editor
She'll be taking great leaps in
Sydney—literally. Trampoline
will be introduced as a new
Olympic sport and the lone
American athlete, Jennifer Parilla,
could not be happier about representing her sport and her country.
As she makes history as the
first U.S. athlete to compete, her
support system in the states will
be cheering her on.
"It's definitely a big honor—
being on the first team and as well
being the only American out
there," said Parilla. "I feel like
the team back at home is coming
along with me and they're backing me up a 100 percent, even
though they're not actually going
to be there with me."
Taking a break from bounc-

ing and flipping, here's Parilla.
Other than yours, what's
your favorite Olympic sport?
"I'd say diving because I used to do
it. Diving and trampoline are a lot
alike and since I used to do diving, I
had to choose one or the other so I
still respect that sport a lot. With
diving you have to take all your
flips and twists away from the board
and in trampoline you want to take
everything straight up. And if you
mix the two, it doesn't work. I
chose trampoline because it was
more unique."
What is your favorite
Olympic moment?
"I think the Kern Strug moment
was really special and since I'm
called a gymnast now, that really
stands out."
What's the best thing
about being an Olympian?
"People that are athletes and peo-

Olympian."
What is the hardest thing
about being an Olympian?
"Having to eat perfectly. For me,
my mindset is the same for every
competition. Do my best, do my
job-have fun with it and be
happy. But the most difficult
thing is trying to get my body in
perfect shape."
Do you have any superstitions or rituals?
"Before I compete, I normally
have a team and we all stand in a
circle together and we do a team
prayer. We have a team captain
and for the past 17 years it's been
Karl Heger. And we all bow our
heads and say a team prayer.
Before the Olympic Games he's
Steve
courtesy
Photot
not going to be able to be there
Lange/USA gymnastics
with me. He actually gave me a
I
can
you
discipline.
think
pocket-sized Bible he held in his
much
have a lot of respect for an pocket the entire time he was fighting in Desert Storm and he wrote
down a team prayer I can read
before I complete my routine."
Who is your hero or inspiration?

pie that are not athletes can have a
lot of respect for Olympians knowing that they have worked so hard
and have so much focus and so

"It would be Karl Heger."
What is your most prized
possession?
"I'm looking at it right now, it's a
necklace my boyfriend made for
me. It came in a case that said 2000
Olympics and inside it says 'My
Gold Medallist.' The necklace says
U.S.A. with the Olympic rings and
has three diamonds on it that my
boyfriend actually won in a competition in Russia back when he used
to compete. He's basically saying to
me,no matter what, you're my gold
medalist."
Describe your most intense
moment during competition.
"Olympic Trials which were actually the World Championships in
September. We do two routines—a
compulsory routine and a optional
routine. And I did a terrible compulsory. I felt like I had just lost
my chance to make the Olympic
Games. I went back and I was so
aggressive in my optional routine
that it didn't even matter that I did a

See TRAMPOLINE on page 13

Medal Count
Two athletes fly through the air during a synchronized trampoline competition. PHOTO COURTESY
DONALD MIRALLE/ALLSPORT.

United States
Australia
Russia
France
China

Gold
11
8
4
7
7

Silver
10
9
8
8
4

Bronze
9
8
8
4
7

Total
30
25
20
19
18

Knight's story leaves a lesson
Leonard looks at coach's legacy at Indiana

Unless you've just recently
returned from. the space station
Mir, you're probably familiar
with the whole Bobby Knight
saga.
It's the classic Old School
Icon versus Generation X, or Y or
whatever letter we're on at present.
It's also a lesson for university administrations on how not to
handle a coaching crisis.
When I was younger, I
attended a basketball camp in
which Knight was a guest speaker. He spoke of dedication, hard
work and commitment as being
the essential elements of success
in any endeavor.
In fact, what I remember
most about his talk was that he
spoke of basketball very little.
Knight's advice that day Was how
to be good at life.
This talk I speak of took
place in the '70s. Knight's fiery
demeanor on the sidelines was
already becoming legend. As an
athlete, I looked at this as part of
the game, a manifestation of his
competitive spirit.
Indiana basketball was on
television sporadically during
those years. Sportscenter was a
few years away and television
coverage of college hoops was
confined to a few games on the
weekends.

Knight's actions haven't
changed much since he took over
the Hoosier program. What has
changed is the way he is perceived by the public at large, and
the media.
Reports of his physical intimidation of players have trickled
out of Indiana for decades. Look
no further than his bench
demeanor to those same players,
and even his assistant coaches, for
confirmation. I could list the
litany of very public outbursts
during his tenure at the collegiate
and international levels, but I
couldn't do it justice in the space
available.
Take it on faith that his
behavior during games, with the
media and, as it turns out, with the
faculty and administration of the
school that signed his paycheck,
was at best, boorish.
But he won. More importantly, he won without cheating.
Most significant were the type of
players he produced; graduates.
The typical Hoosier is looked at
as a true student-athlete. Most
professed an undying love for
their mentor and returned to
Indiana to coach with him.
But something changed.
Indiana basketball came back
to the pack. The era of glamorous college hoops created by
cable saturation allowed players to look closely at other programs. Indiana began to lose
prime in-state recruits to other

the coaching fraternity.
As the furor quieted, a video
depicting the incident in question
surfaced. Suddenly, everything
changed. Much of the media, disgusted with shallow treatment
accorded them by Knight, called
for his head. His supporters urged
compassion.
The administration at Indiana
called for a full scale investigation. What has become known
since that time is that a virtual rap
sheet had been compiled by
Knight with respect to his dealings with various segments of the
campus community and athletic
department.
Given the opportunity to
send a message to the young people they are charged to mold intellectually, they chose the path of
least resistance and gave Knight
another chance.
They ordered the coach to
undergo anger management therapy and instituted a zero tolerance
policy. The details of this policy
were never released to the public
or, if you believe him, Knight as
well. Whatever the conditions, he
failed to meet them when he confronted an Indiana freshman for
what he considered disrespectful
treatment.
Nobody wins in this case.
The student almost immediately
became the focus of derision on
campus, so much so that Knight
himself asked students to leave
him alone. Knight's reputation as

Another reason that I wasn't

schools and the wins came less

a great coach who turned out fine
student athletes will forever be

By JIm Leonard
Football Reporter
•

immediately put off by Knight's
assailing of his own players was
because it was myexperience as
well. My high school coach
screamed .at us during games. If
we didn't look directly into his.
face during those spit launching
'tirades. He would grab us and
make sure we were positioned
- correctly to feel the full fury of
his words.,
Not much was said back
this guy came in and turned
then,
brit
around. He was
program
v,fri our
Two.
disciplinarian.
-:,Jooked at as a
losing
teams
' years later, with his
more than they were winning, he
suddenly became a bully and was
fired.
Perception is a fickle ally.

frequently.
During this same era, reason
began to prevail as well. It no
acceptable,
became
longer
regardless of the circumstances,
for,a coach and player to interact
with physical violence. Thus,
players began to seek coaches
who couched their discipIine with
less confrontational tactics.
at
The . administration
Indiana was presented. with a
dilemma,last year when one of
Knight's former players, Neil
Reed, levied charges of physical
abuse against Knight; Knight
dismissed the charges as the
whinings of a petulent fallen star.
He was backed by a litany of former players and his friends from

clouded by the spectre of his controversial dismissal.
Indiana University is also a
loser as well. Given a situation in
which they could establish a standard of appropriate behavior for
college coaches, they chose
instead to remain passive, allowing an already sad situation to
become sordid and'eventually
embarrassing.
Perhaps it's the optimist in
me that hopes a greater,'good
comes from this last incident.
That being the realization that
coaches, teachers or meritors
should be treated with respect and
the recognition by the same that
this sword cuts both ways.

• knantr

Weekend Schedule
Friday
Women's Soccer v. New
3 p.m.
Hampshire
Hofstra
v.
Hockey
Field
7 p.m.
Sunday
Field Hockey v. Drexel
12 p.m.
On the road ...
Friday
Volleyball at

Invitational Tournament
Saturday
at Darmouth
Volleyball
Invitational Tournament
Cross Country at Central
Connecticut State
Dartmouth
at
Golf
Invitational
Football at Villanova, 7 p.m.
Sunday
Golf at Darmouth invitational

Dartmouth
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American league pennant race
by John Contreraz
Sports Editor
As the Red Sox enter the last
10 games of the season, the playoff picture doesn't look so bright.
After dropping a pair of games to
Cleveland on Wednesday, the Red
Sox rebounded to win the first
game of a doubleheader yesterday, with a nightcap still to play.
Boston is chasing Cleveland and
the Oakland Athletics, who were
tied for the wild card spot at one
point yesterday, leaving the division race to the Yankees and Blue
Jays.
Not helping the cause is
Boston's confrontation between
Darren Lewis and Carl Everett
yesterday that left a bad taste in
the locker room.
Lewis made comments to
Everett about his late arrival to
the ballpark during a pennant
race, and Everett responded hastily. Two coaches broke up the
incident, which occurred in front
of reporters who were interviewing Bryce Florie about his return
to the clubhouse after being hit in
the eye by a line drive on Sept. 8.
Oakland is in it's own division battle with Seattle and is in
the middle of a three-game series
with the Mariners, that could

determine the western division
champion. The A's started the
series three games back, but they
also must keep pace with the
Indians.
In
this
series, Alex
Rodriguez and Jason Giambi will
face off, two of the American
league's MVP candidates.
In the AL East, New York
finished up a three-game set with
Toronto yesterday, but prior to
last night's game, the Yankees
have lost six of their last seven,
leaving the door slightly open for
the Blue Jays in the final week.
The Orioles are still part of
the playoff picture. Although
Baltimore is not fighting for a
postseason berth, nine of the next
10 games for the Orioles come
against the Red Sox, Yankees and
Blue Jays. The Orioles are in a
revamping stage, adding youth to
a team, which could prove dangerous for those three teams the
rest of the way.
In the central, the White
Sox have all but wrapped up the
title.
Frank Thomas leads
Chicago with a .333 average., 42
homers and 142 RBI. They are
in a four-game series with the
Twins and should be able to
clinch before going to Boston
next Tuesday.

Paterno mildly concerned
about slow 1-3 begininng
Coach just wants to get better
by John Contreraz
Sports Editor
As the Red Sox enter the
last 10 games of the season, the

the ballpark during a pennant
Oed
UP
the incident, which occurred in
front of reporters - who were
interviewing Bryce Florie about

play'off picture doesn't look so
bright. After dropping a pair of his return to the clubhouse after
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to
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Wednesday, the Red Sox driVe on Sept. 8.
Oakland is in it's own divirebOunded to win the 'first game
of a doubleheader yesterday, sion battle with Seattle and is in
the middle of a three-game
with a nightcap still tO 'play.
Boston is chasing' Cleveland series with the Mariners, that
and the Oakland Athletics, who could determine the western
were tied for the wild card spot at division champion. The A's
one point yesterday, leaving the 'started the series three games
division race to the Yankees and back, but they also must keep
pace with the Indians.
'Blue Jays.
series, Alex
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In
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Jason ()iambi
and
between
Rodriguez
confrontation
Boston's
two of the
off,
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face
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Darren Lewis
MVP candiin
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taste
American
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a
yesterday that left
dates.
the locker room.
Lewis mhde comments to
See PENN STATE on page 13
Everett about his late arrival to

Paintball-Fun-Character
Development
Lowest prices around--$15 gets you auto loaders and 200 rounds
of paint
Closest playing field around--less than 30 minutes
Bring nine friends and.you play free
1) Get friends--maximum 20
How to-2)) Choose one area and you play free
a. team work
b. communication
c. omflict resolution
3) Get two possible dates from your friends—weekdays
and weekends
4) Call Doug with LifeLines at 866-2830 or e-mail
Palmeter@maine.edu

Leonard looks
at Knight's
dismissal.

Olympics
interviews.
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Football starts Atlantic 10 action at Villananova
By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
With the balance of the nonconference schedule behind them,
Black Bear football travels to
Villanova this Saturday for a
game with the Wildcats. The
game is the Atlantic 10 opener for
each team.
Maine head coach Jack
Cosgrove explained that preparation for this game will take two
parts.
"We really have to get better
as a football team. If we worry
too much about what they're
going to do, we could lose sight of
that," Cosgrove said. "So we'll
work hard at the beginning of the
week to improve as a team and at
the end of the week, we'll focus
on the special mindset we'll need
to go into a place like that and
win."
The Wildcats currently occupy the No. 16 position in the
See FOOTBALL on page 13

a high note after last
Maine's Dwayne Wilmot is pursued by Hofstra's Kyle Thorne and Robert Thomas. Maine heads to Villanova on
weeks 32-21 victory against Howard. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM.
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Of
By Lucas Peterson
Volleyball Reporter
After a weekend which saw
the Maine Women's Volleyball
team take two out of three matches, the Black Bears are looking
for more.
They beat up on two opponents before losing a hard fought
match to Dartmouth. Overall, the
outlook from last weekend's tournament was very positive.
Coach Medley summed the

weekend up in a nutshell.
"As well as we played this
weekend, the bottom line is we
didn't beat Dartmouth," she said.
It seems as though the gods
of schedule-making must be on
the side of the Black Bears, as
they get their chance to avenge
last weekend's loss with a
rematch tomorrow.
The Black Bears head to
Hanover, N.H. for the Dartmouth
Invitational with a record of 4-5.
Coming out of the weekend with

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM

In search

have such a noticeable weak
two wins would lead the team to a
link. Solid team play wins
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